AUTOMOTIVE

SPEEDCAM

Drive more relaxed with TomTom Speed Cameras service
TomTom Speed Cameras alert drivers to locations of cameras, average speed zones, danger zones, red-light cameras, and other
safety-related locations. TomTom offers both Fixed and Mobile Speed Cameras as a real-time service, either as server-to-server
Intermediate Service or as an End User service direct it devices. Fixed Cameras can also be delivered for preloading into devices.
The TomTom Community counts around 4 million members and it still grows. With the information sent by the users to our fusion
engine, we are able to propose an accurate coverage of fixed and mobile cameras location.

TomTom Speed Cams will notify you of accident
black spots and other danger areas as well as
average speed zones. An option can also alert
you of the locations of fixed and mobile speed
cameras. New camera locations can be easily
reported and are quickly and accurately verified
and shared with you. The service complies with all
legal restriction.

FAST GROWING COMMUNITY

Other sources:
- Online reports
- 3rd party sources
- Governments
- Field survey
- etc.

Fresh and accurate coverage of fixed and mobile
camera locations based on reports from a
community of more than 4 million drivers, plus
field surveys, third-party sources, etc. TomTom is
committed to growing and activating the reporting
community.

PRECISE MONITORING
Rigorous monitoring ensures quality and focuses
on continuous improvements. A professional team
with advanced tools, together with an intelligent
24/7 fusion process based on patented algorithms,
ensures accuracy of fixed cameras.

HIGH LEVEL OF ACCURACY
TomTom Speed Cameras are compatible with
the open source advances location referencing
technology, Open LR. This technology ensures
correct placement, even on displaced, parallel or
crossing roads. It is robust against road changes
and different map versions.

DID YOU KNOW?
Monthly, TomTom activates more than 280 thousand mobile cameras from 3 million camera reports. Our fixed
camera database contain more than 70,000 locations, to over 95% completeness.
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For more information about our Speed Cameras service, you can visit our Website here.
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